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Abstract
The ever-growing datasets in observational astronomy have challenged scientists in many aspects, including an efficient and inter-
active data exploration and visualization. Many tools have been developed to confront this challenge. However, they usually focus
on displaying the actual images or focus on visualizing patterns within catalogs in a predefined way. In this paper we introduce
Vizic, a Python visualization library that builds the connection between images and catalogs through an interactive map of the sky
region. Vizic visualizes catalog data over a custom background canvas using the shape, size and orientation of each object in the
catalog. The displayed objects in the map are highly interactive and customizable comparing to those in the observation images.
These objects can be filtered by or colored by their property values, such as redshift and magnitude. They also can be sub-selected
using a lasso-like tool for further analysis using standard Python functions and everything is done from inside a Jupyter notebook.
Furthermore, Vizic allows custom overlays to be appended dynamically on top of the sky map. We have initially implemented
several overlays, namely, Voronoi, Delaunay, Minimum Spanning Tree and HEALPix grid layer, which are helpful for visualizing
large-scale structure. All these overlays can be generated, added or removed interactively with just one line of code. The catalog
data is stored in a non-relational database, and the interfaces have been developed in JavaScript and Python to work within Jupyter
Notebook, which allows to create customizable widgets, user generated scripts to analyze and plot the data selected/displayed in
the interactive map. This unique design makes Vizic a very powerful and flexible interactive analysis tool. Vizic can be adopted in
variety of exercises, for example, data inspection, clustering analysis, galaxy alignment studies, outlier identification or just large
scale visualizations.
Keywords: Jupyter, Python, Visualization, catalogs, large-scale structure of universe - methods: numerical
1 INTRODUCTION
For the past decades, conducting large-area sky surveys became
one of the most powerful approaches to carry out observations
within the astronomy community in order to understand the
Universe. The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) (York et al.,
2000) set the foundations for such surveys followed by others,
such as DES and Pan-STARRS (The Dark Energy Survey Col-
laboration, 2005; Kaiser et al., 2002). Modern telescopes and
world-class supercomputing facilities produced exceptionally
good images and exceptionally precise measurements of astro-
physical sources, challenging astronomers to face unprecedent-
edly massive datasets. Moreover, future large sky, for example,
LSST and Euclid (Tyson, 2002; LSST Science Collaboration
et al., 2009; Laureijs et al., 2012), will obtain data of orders
of magnitude larger than what we have today. These massive
datasets place a new challenge on astronomers in the light of
data exploration and visualization.
Various groups and individuals have tried to confront this
challenge by developing new astronomical applications that are
capable of displaying and visualizing large datasets. Notable
examples include Aladin Lite (Boch and Fernique, 2014), Vi-
siOmatic (Bertin et al., 2015), ASCOT and Toyz (Moolekamp
∗wyu16@illinois.edu
and Mamajek, 2015), to mention just a few. The majority of
these softwares are web-based applications that focus on the vi-
sualization of high-resolution images with additional function-
alities of catalog over-plotting or image analysis. Meanwhile,
GLUE (Beaumont et al., 2015), a desktop application that spe-
cializes in visualizing selection propagations between different
plots of the same dataset, has became a popular tool for ex-
ploring hidden patterns within catalogs and images. Unfortu-
nately all these mentioned tools, while being very powerful,
have some drawbacks when it comes to the study of large-scale
structure and flexible customization. Image-focused applica-
tions are limited by the fundamental characters of photomet-
ric observations, whereas images produced by sky surveys are
fixed in terms of compositions, in other words, the sources are
immoveable. In this regard, catalogs are more flexible consid-
ering astronomical sources in a catalog can be easily sorted and
filtered. However, tools that are more friendly with tabular data
are usually less good at interactive visualizations of geospatial
data. They either render data points into simple scatter plots or
summarize data distribution into pixels like with VaeX (Bred-
dels, 2016), which lacks rich interactions with individual object
while providing a very powerful way to visualize distributions
of extremely large catalogs. The regarding limitations of ex-
isting softwares in addition to emerging new technologies for
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building interactive web tools have generated a need to improve
existing tools and develop new ones.
Thanks to the increasingly powerful web technologies (e.g.,
HTML5 (W3C, 2014), CSS (W3C, 2011a) and JavaScript (In-
ternational, 2009)) and the improved data bandwidth, nowa-
days much more complex tasks can be carried out in a browser.
Along with the great availability of graphic design JavaScript
libraries, web browser has became a fertile ground for visu-
alization projects. In addition, thanks to projects like Jupyter
(Ragan-Kelley et al., 2014) we now have the powerful combi-
nation of a web-based application that can run anywhere with
the flexibility of a Python scripting environment where scientist
can customize plots, algorithms and workflows only restricted
by the limitations of the programming language.
Considering astronomers are usually experienced scripting
programmers (but less so in web development) and the fact
that Python is one of the most common languages used to-
day, we have created Vizic, a Jupyter-based interactive visu-
alization tool, which is a Python package designed to work
with the Jupyter Notebook App. This tool (formally IPython
(Pe´rez and Granger, 2007) Notebook) is a server-client appli-
cation that allows creating and running Jupyter notebooks in
which Python code can be executed interactively in executable
cells. Unlike other existing tools, Vizic tries to make the con-
nection between a source catalog and its images by drawing as-
tronomical sources on an interactive map, where we can clearly
visualize the spatial distribution of the observed objects, and
at the same time keeping full control over the compositions,
through objects filtering, color mapping, over plotting layers,
among other useful features to visualize patterns on the data in
a much more efficient manner. Since Jupyter Notebook App
is a server-client system, Vizic can be used for accessing data
archives at remote locations as well as working with catalogs
stored on a local machine. Regarding the rising popularity of
Jupyter Notebook App within the science community, we be-
lieve in providing an interactive interface without limiting the
scripting ability to extend and to use this package, which will
enable a faster scientific discovery.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section
2, we start with a brief introduction to Vizic and highlight some
of its important features. In Section 3, we discuss the techni-
cal details regarding the architecture and dependencies of Vizic.
In Section 4, we present an example application of Vizic in vi-
sualizing large-scale structure. Section 5 provides the installa-
tion instruction, and Section 6 assesses the performance of Vizic
with various loads. Lastly, in Section 7, we gives the conclu-
sions, and describes future plans and possible extensions.
2 VIZIC
Vizic is a Python and Javascript library, which provides the
API to display and interact with sky maps created from cata-
logs within Jupyter notebooks. At the front-end, the interactive
sky maps are generated using Leaflet1 (Agafonkin., 2016), a
1http://leafletjs.com/
popular JavaScript library for building interactive map applica-
tions on the web, and rendered through the widget framework
provided by ipywidgets2 (Project Jupyter Contributors, 2016),
which is a library of interactive HTML widgets for Jupyter
notebooks and IPython kernels. Vizic works side by side with
MongoDB3 (MongoDB, 2016), therefore an active MongoDB
instance, either running in the background or in a remote loca-
tion (see Figure 1 for a workflow diagram), is required when
Vizic is used. MongoDB is a non SQL, document-oriented
database, which is built for scalability and performance. Since
the data is stored in documents instead of multiple tables with
complex relations, MongoDB database can spread the data over
different servers and nodes. In the case of storing simple astro-
nomical catalogs, MongoDB is particularly suitable. MongoDB
also provides a geospatial index for making extremely efficient
location-based queries. The rational to use MongoDB is dis-
cussed in more detail in Section 3.4.
The interactive sky maps can be easily created from cata-
logs stored in pandas (McKinney, 2010) DataFrames or cata-
logs that are previously ingested into the database by provid-
ing the collection names. Data stored in other formats, for ex-
ample, Astropy (The Astropy Collaboration et al., 2013) Table
object, can also be fed into Vizic after a simple conversion to
pandas DataFrame. A pandas DataFrame is a Python object
that handles arrays and tabular data very efficiently.4 When
a DataFrame is provided, Vizic will format the data to match
the mapping mechanism used, which is described in more de-
tail in Section 3.2. In the sky maps, astronomical objects are
drawn using their shapes, sizes and rotation angles determined
by source catalog extractor softwares such as SExtractor (Bertin
and Arnouts, 1996) to cite an example. If relevant shape infor-
mation is not available, the objects will be drawn as filled cir-
cles with appropriate radius provided in the catalog. If neither
the shape data nor the size data is provided, the objects will be
drawn as filled circles with a fixed radius of 0.5 pixel at the min-
imum zoom level, however alternative sizes can be specified as
an argument, and scaled up as the map is zoomed in.
There are two main categories of widgets provided by Vizic,
namely, map widgets and control widgets. Map widgets are re-
sponsible for creating and managing sky maps and overlays.
The core map widgets include AstroMap and GridLayer.
The AstroMap widget is the container for all map layers, and
the GridLayer widget is the tile-based layer for displaying
the astronomical sources or simply the catalog layer. Addi-
tional custom overlay widgets are also provided for aid in vi-
sualizing large-scale structure (see Section 2.3). The control
widgets are the main interfaces that take advantage of the exten-
sive interactivity of the displayed objects (see Section 2.2). For
example, through control widgets, we can filter the displayed
objects by their property values and apply custom colormaps
to these sources. These control widgets do not possess mu-
tual reliance, therefore they can be used independently from
each other. Such a modularized design brings a much cleaner
2https://ipywidgets.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
3https://www.mongodb.com/
4http://pandas.pydata.org
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graphical user interface (GUI) comparing to other tools. Users
can create their own application and interface by selecting only
the needed components and interact with the data and the maps
from within the Jupyter notebooks. After all, Vizic provides the
foundation for a complete and customizable analysis, which is
complementary to the standard scripting analysis workflows.
Figure 1: A diagram showing the workflow of Vizic. “NB Server” refers to
Jupyter Notebook server.
2.1 Sky Maps
Before any sky maps can be created, the connection to a run-
ning MongoDB instance has to be established. The connection
could be initiated by creating a Connection class object with
a URL that specifies the address of the MongoDB instance and
a port number. In the background, the IPython kernel creates
a MongoDB client using the provided information and assigns
the client to an attribute of the Connection object, which
is required for creating GridLayer widgets. After the con-
nection is successfully established, the AstroMap widget and
the GridLayer widget instances can be created by initializ-
ing the corresponding Python object. To display catalogs in the
notebook cells, we need to add the GridLayer widget to the
AstroMap widget using the add layer function. Then we
can zoom and pan the map interactively as with a Google Map5
The transformation of the celestial coordinates is accomplished
by a customized coordinate reference system (CRS) JavaScript
library that determines the projection scale based on the extent
of the map measured in degrees. In this manner, we can use RA
and DEC information from the sources directly.
When creating catalog layers from pandas DataFrames, the
default columns used for reading the locations are the stan-
dard RA and DEC. The default columns used for reading the
shape and orientation of each object are A IMAGE, B IMAGE,
THETA IMAGE, which are respectively the semi-major axis,
semi-minor axis and the rotation angle used in the Scalable
Vector Graphics (SVG) (W3C, 2011b) ellipse adopted to rep-
resent that object. This process is repeated for every object in
5https://www.google.com/maps
the catalog. Different column names can also be specified in
the arguments for reading this information.
2.2 Interaction
Beyond the basic panning and zooming, further interactions
with the sky map are carried out in three directions: the abil-
ity to easily and interactively query the catalog from the Mon-
goDB database, the ability to filter the objects in the map based
on their properties, and the ability to apply different colormaps
to the displayed objects. Vizic utilizes advanced web technolo-
gies, such as HTML5 and D3.js6 (Bostock, 2016), as well as
the framework provided by ipywidget7 to make such inter-
activity possible.
2.2.1 Data Query
Vizic provides two methods to interactively query the catalog
data. The first method is carried out through the selection tool
and the query button widget. The selection tool allows users to
make lasso-like selections on a sky map, where the geospatial
coordinates of the selection bound are automatically stored in
the AstroMap object. When the query button is clicked, Vizic
sends a request to the database, asking for all of the objects that
resides within the selection bounding box. The MongoDB en-
gine retrieves the requested objects using the geospatial index
and returns them to the IPython kernel where Vizic then reads
the returned data using a pandas DataFrame and assign that
DataFrame to the select data attribute of the correspond-
ing GridLayer object.
The second method is to directly click on the displayed as-
tronomical sources. Since these objects are drawn using Scal-
able Vector Graphics (SVG) elements instead of a HTML can-
vas, each object can individually responds to mouse events.
When such a SVG element catches a “click” event, it queries
the database for the particular object it represents. The returned
data is first parsed into a pandas Series object and then as-
signed to the object catalog attribute of the GridLayer
object. To continuously observe the data returned while click-
ing through different objects, a user can create a PopupVis
widget for the rendered GridLayer widget. The PopupVis
widget displays the data in a HTML table and constantly checks
for updates from the object catalog attribute.
The selection tool mentioned and the PopupVis widget
can be found in Figure 2, which shows a customized GUI built
using the widgets provided by Vizic. Once data is retrieved from
the MongoDB, it can be further processed from other notebook
cells, providing a continuous analysis framework.
2.2.2 Data Filter
Vizic also allows the users to filter displayed objects by their
properties. In Jupyter notebooks, the filtering is controlled by a
6https://d3js.org
7https://github.com/ipython/ipywidgets
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Figure 2: A GUI created from widgets provided by Vizic, where the dashboard is completely customizable. The pink rectangle on the sky map is the selection
bounding box. The table below the “Object Catalog” toolbar displays the catalog entry for a clicked object. The middle section shows the data returned by the
selection tool in a pandas DataFrame for direct manipulation through the notebook. Two plots at the bottom of this figure are generated using the data returned
by the selection tool. The objects on the sky map are colored by their magnitude in I band. And the size of these objects are scaled up by a factor of 3 to better
visualize the effect of color mapping.
range slider bar. The slider bar and another dropdown menu
are wrapped into a single control widget, FilterWidget.
The dropdown menu in this control widget is responsible for
switching the property field used to filter the objects. If a new
property field is selected from the dropdown menu, the slider
bar will updates itself with the new maximum value and min-
imum value for that particular field. The property fields used
to filter the object as well as the maximum and minimum val-
4
Figure 3: The same area as shown in Figure 2, but only with object that has an
I magnitude (Doi et al., 2010) between 17.955 and 27.249.
ues for each field are automatically determined and stored into
the meta document8 in the catalog collection during the data
ingestion process.
Every time the selected range on the slider bar changes, the
GridLayer object validates the new range, updates the record
and pushes the change to the front-end. As soon as the front-
end widget receive the updates, it uses D3.js to select all objects
that are outside the specified range and hides them. If a new
property field is selected, Vizic resets the filtering parameters
and revalidates each object.
The objects filtering feature can be beneficial in many sce-
narios. For instance, we can easily determine outliers in the
catalog by observing changes on the sky map while moving
the slider bar from one side to another. If the redshifts are
provided, we can also visually inspect how cosmic structure
evolves by shifting the selected range on the slide bar. In Fig-
ure 3, we shows the same area of the sky displayed by Figure
2, but only displaying the objects with an I band magnitude
between 17.955 and 27.249. Figure 4 is a screenshot of the
FilterWidget used.
Figure 4: A screenshot showing the FilterWidget
8A document with ‘ id’ equals ‘meta’
Figure 5: A dropdown menu example showing properties that can be used for
applying colormaps
2.2.3 Color Maps
Color mapping is another powerful feature offered by Vizic for
visual inspections of a given dataset. The default colormap used
by Vizic is the spectral scheme. Any of the property field avail-
able in the filtering widget could be selected for color mapping.
The CFDropdown control widget is a dropdown menu (see
Figure 5) that serves as an interface for switching the property
field used for color mapping. When the custom color mapping
mode is enabled, the front-end JavaScript maps the value of the
selected property from each object in the catalog to a range of
[0, 1] in a continuous and linear scale. Using the scaled value,
Vizic selects the matching color from the colormap and assigns
the color value to the SVG element representing the particular
object. Beside the spectral scheme, Vizic provides a variety of
additional colormaps defined in D3.js9. The user can change
the colormap applied using the control widget, ColorMap. As
a new colormap is chosen, the colors for the SVG elements will
be reassigned based on the new color space. However, if the
property field being used is changed, the scaled value of each
object is subject to recalculation.
2.3 Custom Overlay
Vizic allows custom overlays to be appended on top of the tile-
based layer. Vizic provides four pre-defined overlay layers, a
Voronoi diagram (Voronoi, 1908) layer, a Delaunay triangula-
tion (Delaunay, 1934) layer, a minimum spanning tree (MST)
(Boru˚vka, 1926; Kruskal, 1956) layer and a HEALPix10 (Go´rski
et al., 2005) grid layer. HEALPix stands for Hierarchical Equal
Area isoLatitude Pixelation. These overlays are implemented
through four different layer classes. New layer widget can be
added and removed from the map using the add layer func-
tion and the remove layer function of the AstroMap class
respectively. Once the overlay is added, it can scale and adapt
itself to follow the interactive movements on the map. The
rest of this subsection describes each overlay individually and
9https://github.com/d3/d3-scale-chromatic
10http://healpix.sourceforge.net
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(a) Voronoi diagram layer (b) Minimum spanning tree layer
(c) Delaunay triangulation layer (d) HEALPix layer. This overlay is created with nside = 1024
and zoomed in to level 4 for a clear view of the content.
Figure 6: Custom overlays appended on the same area of the sky, they can be over plotted on top of one another.
briefly discusses its construction procedure.
2.3.1 Voronoi Diagram Layer
A Voronoi diagram for n given points (sites) in a plane divides
up the plane into n regions (Voronoi cells), such that each re-
gion contains only one site and for every point inside that region
the associated site is always the closet site. Each Voronoi cell
is also a convex polygon. The shared side between any two
polygons is the perpendicular bisector of the line segment con-
necting the two corresponding sites. In astronomy, Voronoi di-
agram is commonly used in the study of cosmic structure (e.g.,
Icke and van de Weygaert, 1987; Ramella et al., 2001; van de
Weygaert, 2007). Vizic generates the Voronoi diagram by treat-
ing astronomical sources as sites and computing the diagram
based on their locations in the sky.
The Voronoi diagram overlay for a particular sky map can
be created by initializing a VoronoiLayer object with the
corresponding GridLayer object as the first argument. In-
side the VoronoiLayer initialization function, we first query
the database for all objects on the given tiled catalog layer and
convert their celestial coordinates into pixel coordinates on the
screen following the projection mechanism described in Sec-
tion 2.1. Then we compute the diagram for these objects and
render the diagram by drawing the Voronoi cells using SVG
polygons, which allows another level of customization such as
color, width, etc.
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2.3.2 Delaunay Triangulation Layer
We have also implemented a Delaunay triangulation overlay
layer. The Delaunay triangulation for a set of points in a plane
is a triangulation such that none of the points lies inside the cir-
cumcircles of the triangles in this triangulation. A Delaunay
triangulation can also be seen as the dual graph of the Voronoi
diagram for the same set of points. The Delaunay triangulation
layer can be created using DelaunayLayer class. Similar to
how we construct the Voronoi diagram overlay, we first project
the given objects in a catalog onto the screen and calculate the
Delaunay triangulation from the positions of these objects, fi-
nally we use SVG path elements to connect the vertices of each
determined triangle.
2.3.3 Minimum Spanning Tree Layer
In graph theory, a spanning tree of a connected and undirected
graph is a tree that contains all the nodes in that graph. If each
edge in a given connected graph is assigned a weight, a MST
of that graph is a spanning tree such that the total weight for all
edges in this tree is the least. In this overlay, we use astronom-
ical objects as the nodes and assign each edge a weight equals
to its length measured in degrees.
The minimum spanning tree is computed using a combina-
tion of packages in the SciPy Stack (van der Walt et al., 2011;
McKinney, 2010; Jones et al., 2001–; Pedregosa et al., 2011).
We first use sklearn.neighbors (Pedregosa et al., 2011)
to calculate the distance between each object and its nearest 20
(default value) neighbors and then determine the MST from all
possible trees that can be created using the given edges (Jones
et al., 2001–; Kruskal, 1956). The result is a compressed sparse
matrix where the entry is zero if no edge exists between the
two objects indexed by the row number and column number re-
spectively. By connecting the objects referred by each non-zero
entries, we obtain the MST.
The minimum spanning tree overlay can be created by ini-
tiating a MstLayer object with the GridLayer object as the
first argument. Beyond visualizing the MST for a given set of
objects on the sky map, we can also cut off the branches to
select different structures (e.g., Barrow et al., 1985; Bhavsar
and Ling, 1988). The user can prune the tree using the func-
tion MstLayer.cut(rmax, nmin) with rmax being the al-
lowed maximum weight for saved edges and nmin being the
minimum number of edges that a saved sub branch must in-
clude. As a result, only structures in a single branch with edges
smaller than rmax are kept. Figure 7 shows a trimmed MST
with a maximum weight of 0.055 degree or approximately 0.66
Mpc/h at a redshift (z) of 0.2 for groups with a minimum of
eight members.
2.3.4 HEALPix Grid Layer
HEALPix is a method of pixelation that divides a spherical sur-
face into quadrilaterals of equal area. Each quadrilateral, in this
case, is consider as a pixel. The lowest resolution of a HEALPix
Figure 7: The tirmmed MST with rmax = 0.055◦ (0.66 Mpc/h at z=0.2) and
nmin = 8
grid consist of 12 pixels and each higher resolution increase the
total number pixels by four. In our implementation, we use
healpy11 to create the HEALPix grid, then project and connect
the vertices of each pixel to draw the grid. A demonstration of
an appended HEALPix layer is shown in Figure 6d.
To display a HEALPix grid, a HealpixLayer object needs
to be created first, with the GridLayer object of the target cat-
alog layer as the first argument. The resolution of the HEALPix
grid can be specified by giving a new value to the keyword ar-
gument, nside, where the default is 1024. Like other overlay
layers, a HEALPix grid overlay can be added or removed from
the sky map using the add layer or remove layer func-
tion. The advantage of using HEALPix grid is that we can then
easily compute densities or other quantities per HEALPix pixel,
which will improve the interaction with the datasets further al-
lowing extra types of density based analysis.
3 ARCHITECTURE & DEPENDENCIES
3.1 Extension Bundle
Technically speaking, Vizic is an extension bundle to the Jupyter
Notebook App. It comes with a notebook extension and a server
extension. The notebook extension is written in both Python
and JavaScript. The Python code mainly consists of the APIs
to create interactive widgets and a set of functions to interact
with them. The JavaScript section is the front-end interface that
actually constructs the widgets in the browser, and also handles
the interactions on the widgets by either sending state changing
message to the kernel or responding directly at the front-end.
The Python code that runs in the kernel and its JavaScript coun-
terpart that runs in the browser communicate with each other
11https://github.com/healpy/healpy
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through the “comms” messaging API provided by the Jupyter
Notebook.
Beyond the excellent platform offered by Jupyter Notebook,
Vizic also takes advantage of ipywidgets and ipyleaflet12. ipy-
widgets offers a widget-model-view framework for building wid-
gets within Jupyter notebooks. All widgets in Vizic are built
based on the widget-model-view structure. The widget-model-
view structure uses IPython traitlets13 to keep attributes or states
synchronized at both front and back end and to trigger further
actions according to state changes, which makes it possible to
complete tasks both interactively using widgets and from the
command line within the notebook cells. IPython traitlets is
a framework that lets Python classes have attributes with type
checking, dynamically calculated default values, and on change
callbacks. That way the user can build custom widgets to con-
trol the state of the sky maps and layers or to run and trigger ad-
ditional scripts based on state changes. Such flexibility makes
Vizic even more powerful and extensible.
In addition, ipyleaflet is a notebook extension package that
integrates the Leaflet library into the Jupyter Notebook frame-
work environment.
The server extension is written also in Python using Tor-
nado14. This extension connects the kernel and the map wid-
gets to the MongoDB database. Whenever the front-end sky
map asks for new data, the request will go through the server
extension and return with the query results. To enhance the per-
formance, we used Motor15, an asynchronous Python driver for
MongoDB, to access the database from the server. As a result,
multiple tiles on a map can be loaded concurrently, and multi-
ple maps visualizing different catalogs can be displayed in one
single notebook without a heavy performance cost.
3.2 Slippy Map
The main concept that stands behind the interactive maps cre-
ated by Vizic is the “slippy map” implementation. The “slippy
map” or tiled web map is the standard method of serving large
maps on the web. A well-known example adopting this ap-
proach is Google Maps. For a better illustration of the “slippy
map” mechanism, we have constructed a 3-D diagram of its
pyramid-like data structure using a Hubble image as an exam-
ple (note that Vizic does not display images), and with the dia-
gram shown in Figure 8. The images at different zoom levels
are identical in terms of content but with different resolutions.
The higher the zoom level, the higher the resolution of the im-
age. At each zoom level, the image is divided into many small
square tiles, each with a size of 256 × 256 pixel. The number
of tiles at zoom level n is be determined by
Ntile = 2
n × 2n
12https://github.com/ellisonbg/ipyleaflet
13https://traitlets.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
14http://www.tornadoweb.org/
15https://motor.readthedocs.io
Figure 8: 3D diagram explaining the pyramid like structure of the
tiles system. Image Credit: NASA, ESA, H. Teplitz and M. Rafelski
(IPAC/Caltech), A. Koekemoer (STScI), R. Windhorst (Arizona State
University), and Z. Levay (STScI)
Figure 9: A figure showing the coordinate system used to locate the tiles.
Image Credit: NASA, ESA, H. Teplitz and M. Rafelski (IPAC/Caltech),
A. Koekemoer (STScI), R. Windhorst (Arizona State University), and Z.
Levay (STScI)
Since the map window on our monitor is fixed, the num-
ber of small tiles that the window can display is relatively sta-
ble. The JavaScript engine at the front-end only needs to re-
quest the tiles that can be displayed and disregard the rest for
efficiency. The initial idea behind this algorithm is that for an
image that is much larger than the size of map window mea-
sured pixels, a big portion of this image is hidden at high zoom
levels, which makes it very inefficient to load the entire image
to the client side. However, at lower zoom levels, many pix-
els are compressed into a single pixel on the display, therefore
we are not able to perceive the information offered by the full-
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resolution image. The “slippy map” implementation avoids the
heavy loads by offering a pyramid-like multi-resolution struc-
ture, which in fact has been proved to be very efficient. In order
to correctly locate and request the tiles for Vizic, each tile is
also assigned an ID following the pattern (x, y, z), where x and
y are row number and column number respectively and z is the
zoom level (see Figure 9).
Traditionally, in an interactive map, each tile is a PNG im-
age, we have made a step forward by vectorizing these tiles be-
fore display. We store each object in the catalog as a document
in the MongoDB database and create the visual representations
on the fly. Before importing the catalog into the database, we
split the data into 2n ∗ 2n groups following a similar grid as
shown in Figure 9 , where n is the maximum zoom level with
a default value of 8, which can be changed at the catalog in-
gestion process. Each group represents a tile at the maximum
zoom level and objects in that group is assigned the tile ID of
the group. When a lower zoom level tile is requested, the ID for
the requested tile is translated into a set of tile IDs at the maxi-
mum zoom level. This way we can further reduce the size and
complexity of the data stored in the database. The projection
functions are shown below:
xmax = xc ∗ 2zmax−z − 1
xmin = (xc+ 1) ∗ 2zmax−z
ymax = yc ∗ 2zmax−z − 1
ymin = (yc+ 1) ∗ 2zmax−z
xmax, xmin, ymax, ymin are the maximum and minimum
values of x and y in the tile ID respectively. zmax is the max-
imum zoom level and z is the zoom level of the requested tile.
At lower zoom levels, we reduce the load by leaving out objects
that are too small to see (i.e., not resolved by the screen).
In particular, objects that have a semi-minor axis (or radius)
smaller than one third of a pixel after being projected onto the
screen will not be included in the data query. Here the number
one third of a pixel is chosen because it provides extra tolerance
for conversion offsets than one half of a pixel. A shape that is
smaller that one pixel either has a very low opacity or becomes
invisible on the screen, so it is unnecessary to spend resource
on those objects. By projecting tile coordinates and leaving
out invisible objects, we have successfully emulated the “slippy
map” implementation in a vectorized way for catalog data.
The “slippy map” implementation is ideal for both display-
ing static images and displaying vectorized data, however the
current scope of Vizic is not to display static images. Even
though, Vizic can be extended to display both images and cata-
logs in the same manner.
3.3 Custom Overlays
As described in Section 2.3, Vizic allows custom overlays to
be appended on top of the visualized catalogs. We make this
possible by extending the Layer class in Leaflet and provid-
ing specific drawing constructions based on the type of geo-
metric shape contained in the overlay. Since it is unpractical to
Figure 10: A diagram displays the layer structure of the mapping system.
A is the offset in longitude direction. B is the offset in latitude direction.
redraw the overlay using canvas element every time the view-
port changes (e.g., zoom and pan), we instead create the overlay
with a collection of SVG elements. SVG elements are vector-
based, therefore we only need to create them once and resize
them as the map size changes. Because the Leaflet map is
a multi-layered system (see Figure 10), to accommodate the
offsets generated by rescaling of the overlay when zoom level
changes, we put these SVG elements into a group element, and
scale and shift them together. The offsets are determined as
follows:
A = lonbase − lonop
B = latbase − latop
A and B are the offsets in the longitude and latitude direc-
tions, (lonbase, latbase) is the coordinate for the base map and
(lonop, latop) is the coordinate for the overlay pane. In Leaflet,
panes are used to control the ordering of layers on the map.
Overlay pane is the default pane for all the vector overlay lay-
ers.
3.4 MongoDB
Vizic uses MongoDB databases to store and serve the catalogs.
MongoDB is a document-oriented database, which stores rows
from a traditional RDBMS database into documents to enable
faster query and better scalability. Considering astronomical
catalogs are simply collections of observed objects without com-
plex relations between each columns when it comes to visual-
izing them, and since Vizic only asks for objects and their prop-
erties from a catalog using their positions in the sky, MongoDB
is a better choice comparing to a traditional RDBMS database.
Vizic stores the data for each object in a document, each
collection of documents is a catalog and each database can con-
tain many collections. Every document is indexed by its tile
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ID and the size of the object measured in arcsecond to enhance
query performance. Vizic also takes advantage of MongoDB’s
internal geospatial index to efficiently retrieve data from the se-
lection tool.
Another important feature of MongoDB is that it allows
flexible data structures within a document. In other words,
different documents within one collection can have different
fields, which is extremely useful for visualizing a composite
catalog where the objects come from multiple surveys and each
survey provide their own measurements. Using a relational
database, such tasks would be more difficult to accomplish.
4 EXAMPLE APPLICATION
In this section, we present an example usage of Vizic in scien-
tific research. We first create an interactive map using a sub-
set of the spectroscopic catalog from SDSS Data Release 13
(DR13) (SDSS Collaboration et al., 2016; Gunn et al., 1998).
This subset covers the area from 227◦ to 230◦ in right ascen-
sion and from 4◦ to 7◦ in declination with a total of nine square
degrees. This sample catalog contains only the objects from the
[0, 0.2] redshift bin (Smee et al., 2013). For demonstration pur-
pose, we choose not to provide the shape and size information
when creating the sky map.
Then we look for galaxy clusters and voids on the sky map
and mark them with circle layers using different colors. For
the sake of this example, the positions and sizes are selected
by eye. The approximated centers of the clusters and voids are
determined by the mouse position tracker located on the bot-
tom left corner of the map (See Figure 11). Next, we apply
the MST overlay onto the sky map. By pruning the tree with
different combination of rmax and nmin, we can confirm our
previous structure selections with the tree groups that are kept.
We can observe that for a more strict cut in rmax, i.e. reducing
maximum linkage length between two points, as shown in Fig-
ure 11a, compact structures selected by the MST are correlated
to those circles shown in green (i.e., clusters), while for a more
relaxed cut, in Figure 11b, the structures shown follow the un-
derlying filament structure around voids (white circles) much
better.
Additionally, other layers can be over-plotted, data can be
selected for further inspection, objects can be filtered, colored
and scaled to aid with visualization and analysis. Multiple maps,
multiple cuts and multiple datasets can be used interactively
with other scripting procedures and functions on the data from
other cells in one single Jupyter notebook, increasing the po-
tential and effectiveness of Vizic.
5 DISTRIBUTION & INSTALLATION
Vizic is registered with Python Package Index16, therefore it can
be installed with pip for Python 3. It can also be installed from
source code by downloading the GitHub repository17. Vizic re-
16https://pypi.python.org/pypi/vizic
17https://github.com/ywx649999311/vizic
(a) The trimmed MST with rmax = 0.05◦ (0.6 Mpc/h at z=0.2)
and nmin = 30
(b) The trimmed MST with rmax = 0.08◦ ((0.957 Mpc/h at
z=0.2)) and nmin = 20
Figure 11: Two figures showing different combination of rmax and nmin to
prune the full MST to identify structures. The green circles mark the galaxy
clusters while the white circles mark the voids.
quires a running MongoDB instance, the installation and setup
instructions can be found from the official MongoDB website18.
More detailed instructions on the installation of Vizic and its re-
quired dependencies as well as tutorials, API documentation
and examples can be found in the official Vizic documenta-
tion19.
Instead of installing the package in a local machine and
keeping a MongoDB instance running, the user can also build a
Docker20 container from the Dockerfile included in the GitHub
18https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/
19http://www.wx-yu.com/vizic/index.html
20https://www.docker.com
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repository. Both the MongoDB database and the Jupyter note-
book server run inside the container with only designated ports
exposed to the host for easy deployment. An example dataset
and notebooks are included as part of the Vizic distribution on
GitHub as well.
6 PERFORMANCE & DISCUSSION
Visualizing large datasets through a browser has always been a
difficult task. Unlike some of the existing tools, the goal of Vizic
is not to display as many objects as possible at once, but in-
stead to reduce the number of displayed sources without losing
important information using the “slippy map” implementation
described before.
We set up several tests to examine the overall performance
of Vizic regarding data ingestion and map interaction and de-
ployment. All tests were performed on a Macbook Pro run-
ning OS X El Capitan equipped with a 2.5GHz Intel Core i7
(i7-4870HQ) processor, 16Gb of RAM and a SSD. Both Mon-
goDB instance and the Jupyter App server were running locally.
Unless specifically stated, Vizic was tested using the browser
Chrome.
Figure 12 shows the time in seconds for the data ingestion
as a function of catalog size (number of objects), and all cat-
alogs ingested in this test contain fifteen columns. The linear
baseline shown in this figure is a trendline for the first three
data points on this plot. We notice that the actual performance
curve starts to deviate from the linear baseline when the catalog
size exceeds 3 million. We presume such diverging behavior as
a result of computational resources being exhausted.
The second test performed, as shown in Figure 13, profiles
the timings for map loading triggered when applying interac-
tively different zoom levels. To focus on the effect of cata-
log sizes on the tiles loading performance, we created the test
datasets by continuously and repeatedly throwing a collection
of objects onto a 15◦ × 15◦ area until the desired number of
objects is reached, hence increasing the density of the objects
each time. This collection of objects were selected from a same
15◦ × 15◦ area in SDSS Data Release 13.
The tile loading time is a direct indication of the responsive-
ness of the map when zoom level changes interactively. In our
test, we fixed the map window to 512 by 512 pixels and aligned
the center of map with the center of the window. Then, four tiles
were loaded simultaneously each time the zoom level changes.
We used the Chrome DevTool to record the loading time for
each tile and take the average as the final result. Accordingly, if
more tiles are loaded at the same time, for example, in the full
screen mode, the loading performance might differ but follow a
similar trend seen in Figure 13.
Another critical measurement is the smoothness of the pan-
ning motion on the map. Without triggering new tile loadings,
the responsiveness of the panning motion is proportional to the
number of SVG elements added to the Document Object Model
(DOM) tree, the larger the DOM tree the longer it takes to pan
the map. In the tests performed above, the tile loadings were
usually slower than the panning motion and we didn’t experi-
Figure 12: Data ingestion time as a function of catalog size. The linear baseline
was created using the first three data points on this plot, showing the diverging
character of the performance curve after 3 million objects.
Figure 13: Display response and loading time as a function of catalog size for
different zoom levels.
ence any significant lags, where the maximum number of ob-
jects loaded in one tile was around fifteen hundred. Nonethe-
less, higher latencies were observed in the full screen mode, as
a direct result of increased number of SVG elements added to
the DOM tree.
As shown in the performance tests, the largest catalog being
visualized on the mentioned machine include 10 million rows
and 15 columns. Due to the constraints of the available hard-
ware, we were not able to further examine the limit of Vizic.
However, we believe Vizic will perform well with any dataset
that has less than 50 million objects, on a more powerful ma-
chine. In the future release, we expect to make Vizic capable of
handling catalogs on the order of 108 and above. Currently if a
user would like to work with a dataset on that order, we suggest
the user to divide the entire dataset into several subareas and
then create a map for each subarea. In a case that displaying
the whole dataset and observing the big picture is most critical,
the users can turn to tools like VaeX, but sacrificing the abil-
ity to further interact with the data through object filtering and
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coloring, as well as the application of custom overlays.
At this stage, the pre-defined custom overlays are not suit-
able for use on a single large dataset (typically over 100K data
points being displayed at a time). However, these overlays
could also be made to work by first dividing the region covered
by the large catalog into several small areas and then creating
a map for each smaller area. If the interesting objects happen
to be near the edges of these small maps, the user can use the
provided selection tool to query the catalog from the large map
and create another new map from it. In the future release of
Vizic, a performance improvement related to the custom over-
lay is expected.
7 CONCLUSIONS & FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we present Vizic, a Python visualization pack-
age, which is designed to work with the Jupyter Notebook App.
To offer an easy and complete analysis environment, Vizic uti-
lizes the best part of both images and catalogs by visualizing
astronomical sources on an interactive sky map and provides
powerful interactions with the Jupyter notebook cells for fur-
ther interactive scripting analysis with the data.
While resembling the spatial distributions of the sources on
the original images, the interactive sky maps created using Vizic
also allow us to filter or color displayed astronomical objects
by their property values. The lasso-like selection tool provides
us the ability to interactively select interesting objects from the
sky map and retrieve their catalog from the linked MongoDB
database. Alongside the returned DataFrame containing the cat-
alog for the selected objects, we can further explore and analyze
the hidden patterns among the data using various plotting pack-
ages available for Python and Jupyter, like matplotlib, scikit-
learn and many others. In addition, Vizic offers us the option to
over-plot custom layers on the base map. Four pre-defined cus-
tom overlays are included in this package. The Voronoi diagram
overlay, the minimum spanning tree overlay and the Delaunay
triangulation overlay provide an easy and fast way to visualize
cosmological structures. The HEALPix grid overlay is a con-
venient tool to interactively inspect the density field generated
by the catalog or to complement with other astronomical data.
Vizic supports multiple datasets and multiple layers for a full
exploration between different catalogs.
We also demonstrate an immediate application of Vizic by
identifying galaxy clusters, voids and filaments. By utilizing
the tree pruning feature provided by the minimum spanning tree
overlay, we can match the saved tree branches with previously
selected structures to visualize and detect these structures. The
result shows that Vizic is a powerful and friendly tool for visu-
alizing large-scale structure. However, its usage is not limited
to just galaxy catalogs, any form of catalog data can be easily
handled by Vizic, such as star and galaxy clusters, star forming
regions in a galaxy, etc.
In general, Vizic provides a new way to efficiently visual-
ize and interact with astronomical catalogs. Nevertheless, these
features provided by Vizic can also be applied to data from other
scientific fields.
Multiple improvements over the current version has already
been planned. A major improvement is to further increase the
scalability of this tool. While keep increasing the number of ob-
jects that Vizic can efficiently visualize (with a maximum load-
ing time of 0.5 second for each zoom level), we also would
like to match the responsiveness of the custom overlays to that
of the tiled base layer. We are currently testing new method
of building these overlay layers using Web Components. With
Web Components we can isolate each overlay from the outside
world, so that the CSS style of the elements inside the over-
lay component is not affected by style changes originated from
outside the overlay. Such feature can dramatically reduce the
amount of time consumed by style recalculations when the map
shifts locations.
Another improvement is integrating Vizic with other inter-
active plotting libraries and making it even easier for astronomers
to explore the catalogs by taking advantage of the scripting
power of Python, in a way that multiple tools are connected
and the change in one is reflected in the other one, providing a
complete user analysis experience in a Jupyter notebook.
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